RALLYE REJVIZ

Judges briefing
Main principles of judging/scoring at Rallye Rejviz

• Be an absolute observer only.

• Be invisible and inaudible but try to see and hear everything.

• Communication with competitors is limited to necessary minimum:
  - necessary information before the beginning of the task
  - necessary information (mostly technical) during the task
  - limitations regarding individual actions
  - time limit warning 2 minutes before the end of the task
Main principles of scoring at Rallye Rejviz

• Action executed – yes/no.

• Actions that are not exactly defined – set a necessary minimum identical for all crews.

• Divergence in scoring should not happen, exceptions must be noted in scoring board and should be justified at debriefing.

• In case of doubts in scoring: In dubio pro reo.
Main principles of scoring at Rallye Rejviz

• One judge is marked as Dispatch Center (DC). If a crew wants to contact DC, then judge turns his back and simulates a phone call.

• If it is not necessary, judges should not change in the position of DC.

• Vital functions and their value provided after time necessary to measure them.

• Execution of individual actions must be in conformity with norms listed in this briefing (excluding arguable exceptions).

• Routing the patients – letters for type of facility/ type of transport must be said in the time limit (i.e. hospital C, transport F).
Main responsibilities of a judge at Rallye Rejviz

• Clearly define beginning of the time limit according to local disposition of task area/terrain.

• Keep order at the place of task, mainly keep bystanders from disturbing and/or complicating the execution of task by competing crews.

• Photographers (except official RR photographers) must be placed in marked area to assure photographing or recording does not disturb the execution of task.

• Keep the time schedule avoiding unnecessary delays.

• Make sure competing crews have identical conditions for task fulfillment.
Main principles of behavior at Rallye Rejviz

• Greet crews at a place of a task at the beginning and at the end.

• Do not either act arrogant, degrade crews, make fun of or examine (teacher-student style).

• Do not comment, even nonverbally, mistakes or the process, keep neutral approach towards competing crews.

• Be professional and keep the high standard of competition, do not harm the good image of RR by inappropriate reactions, visible alcohol consumption or other negative display.
Minimal standard of action during tasks at Rallye Rejviz

PULSE MEASUREMENT / CENTRAL pulse and PERIPHERAL pulse
Minimal standard of action during tasks at Rallye Rejviz

CHEST EXAMINATION (auscultation of heart/lungs) / ABDOMEN
Minimal standard of action during tasks at Rallye Rejviz

SpO2 MEASUREMENT – provides value of SpO2 and heart action
Minimal standard of action during tasks at Rallye Rejviz

BLOOD PRESSURE MEASUREMENT – MINIMALLY ONE CUFF TURN OF measured with monitor or manually (stethoscope required)
Minimal standard of action during tasks at Rallye Rejviz

ECG 12-LEAD (4-lead only with colored leads)
Minimal standard of action during tasks at Rallye Rejviz

COMPLETE MONITORING – ECG (4-lead), BP, SpO2
Minimal standard of action during tasks at Rallye Rejviz

SECURING I.V. LINE, ADMINISTERING MEDICATION, INFUSION
Minimal standard of action during tasks at Rallye Rejviz

OXYGEN THERAPY
Other actions are executed the same as real ones

• C-collars/ X-collars – do not fasten, accept short/neckless due to actor´s comfort. Manual in-line stabilisation must be executed as in real life.

• Splinters have to be put on, not fastened.

• Whole body immobilization, SCOOP, spineboard as in real life.

• Judge will announce eventual limitation (mainly due to actor´s comfort).
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

WE WISH YOU MANY MEMORABLE MOMENTS AT RALLYE REJVÍZ